English Language Arts Lesson for 10 Towns that Changed America

Magazine Planning Worksheet: Town Founder(s)

Name_____________________________ Date________________

Directions: With your group, answer the following questions about the founder(s) of the town for your article for the magazine.

1) Who was the founder of this town?______________________________________________________________

2) Where was this person born and when?________________________________________________________

3) Where did this person grow up?_______________________________________________________________

4) What was this person’s job?_______________________________________________________________

5) Why did this person decide to found this town?__________________________________________________

6) How big will this town be?_______________________________________________________________

7) How many families will live here?______________________________________________________________

8) Aside from homes, what other types of buildings will this town have?________________________

9) Did this person develop the philosophy of the layout of the town? Or was it the planner or architect? If so, what was their motivation, and what did they hope to achieve?___________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________